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Welcome to a new way to tell your people story

Global Career Company’s Careers in Africa initiative has been at the
forefront of people development and talent branding in Africa for more than
15 years. Beginning with our well-known Careers in Africa Recruitment
Summits, we have always believed that the stories employers tell are central
to their ability to move people.

Africa’s talent pool is key to the continent’s success, and the organisations
who best motivate and move that pool will rise to the top. Storytelling
around employer brands and employee value propositions is critical in that.

As we head into the 4th industrial revolution, the opportunity to craft more
compelling stories with data, from sources like our Careers in Africa
Employer of Choice Study, and to promote through a mixture of digital and
offline channels, enables leading employers to stand out.

By partnering with Willis Towers Watson, world-leaders in employee insight
data, and African Business, a leading business monthly with a circulation
beyond 300,000, we have added key tools and channels to our powerful
Careers in Africa network. The result, a remarkable platform to understand
and promote your brand, is available now across the continent. We look
forward to connecting you with Africa’s talent pool.

Best regards,

Rupert Adcock

CEO

In association with:
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A combined approach across insight and promotion

Internal View
Use the Willis Towers Watson Pulse
Platform to create an active listening
strategy inside your organisation and
ensure you are delivering for your talent
investors.

Strategic Partner
With a single point of account
management it is easy to deliver your
strategic objectives with real data.
Combining world-class technology with
unparalleled access to data and market-
leading expertise, Careers in Africa is a
true strategic partner in your talent
branding.

External View
Set up an Employer Attractiveness
Report to understand the perception of
your employer brand in the African
talent pool outside your organisation for
all of your target talent pools.

Combined Approach
With Careers in Africa a single point of
project and account management can
cover your employee engagement,
employer attractiveness and brand
promotion, ensuring you have a true
strategic partner who knows your
brand, business and objectives.

Brand Promotion
Use the Careers in Africa Employer of
Choice online platform and a
combination of online promotion plus
editorial and advertising in African
Business to promote your brand as an
employer of choice in Africa.
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The most powerful network for research and promotion

A compelling track record

15
Years as 

market leader 
in Africa

500,000+
Registered African 
professionals

8,500+
Alumni across Africa

250,000+
African social media 
connections

300,000+
Engaged email 
subscribers

1.4 MILLION
Annual website visitors 
seeking roles in Africa

20,000+
Networked sourcing 
channel contacts

54
Markets 

recruited into

8,500
Recruits in 

Africa

300,000
Monthly 

readers of 
African 

Business

30,000
Survey 

benchmark 
respondents
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Powerful tools to understand and promote your brand

TL

EAR

OEP

SR
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Employer Attractiveness Reports
Discover how your employer brand is perceived in the 
talent market so you can attract the best.

Employee Engagement Surveys
Discover the sentiment of your people, and drive 
sustainable engagement to impact the bottom line.

Online Employer Profiles
Engage the largest network of African professionals 
with a compelling brand and value proposition online.

Promotion Campaigns
Reach out throughout the world of African talent to 
tell your employer story and attract talent.

Human Capital Special Reports
Feature in Africa’s foremost business publication to 
establish your organisation as a key employer.

Thought Leadership Forums
Online and offline event platforms where your thought 
leadership as a key employer can be positioned.

Strategic Consulting
Benefit from the expertise and experience of leading 
consultants in employer brand, EVP, talent insight and 
sourcing.

In association with:

In association with:

In association with:

In association with:
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Understand your employer brand in Africa

Brand Impact
Understand how your brand is
perceived in each market, for each
demographic group. See the key
attraction drivers people associate
with your organisation.

Engagement
Understand overall engagement
levels across different markets and
demographics to identify
opportunities to differentiate for
your target talent groups.

Competitor Analysis
Understand your competitor landscape,
including the strengths and weaknesses of
your competition and how likely your
brand is to be chosen ahead of them.

Attraction Drivers
Understand what your target talent is
looking for in an ideal employer across
reward, development, CSR, work
environment and more, varying across
demographics and markets.

Demographics
Understand the type of people who are
interested in working for your brand, split
by experience, age, gender, function,
level, nationality and location. 01

0304

0205

Careers in Africa can help you understand how your employer brand is perceived across Africa, for any market,
demographic or competitor group, through in-depth research. Customisable reports will cover the core areas
shown, yielding insight to support EVP and recruitment communications design.

In association with:
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Employer Attractiveness Reports

Employer Attractiveness Report Process

Step 1: Scope Step 2: Gather Step 3: Analyse

We begin by scoping the markets and
demographics you would like to
understand better in the context of
your employer brand.

We also discover your objectives and
how you intend to use the data,
whether for communications, sourcing
strategies, employer value proposition
design or a combination of these.

We survey the talent pool using our
sophisticated online platform, building
a statistically significant pool of
respondents for each target
demographic.

Data on your individual brand and
competitors is compared with the
extensive norms we have built up for
the wider talent pool by market and
sector.

A detailed report is produced from the
survey data, identifying strengths,
weaknesses, trends and action areas in
line with your defined objectives.

Your report is presented to you by our
team, who will discuss outcomes and
next steps to ensure your insight
becomes measurable improvements in
your African talent approach.

Careers in Africa Employer Attractiveness Reports are a
unique window into your employer brand across Africa.
Comparing your target talent to norm data from more
than 30,000 survey participants, for your specific
demographics and versus your target competitors, these
customised reports provide you with actionable insight to
shape your employer value proposition and recruitment
communications.

Reports are the outcome of customised projects
supported by our expert team. Through a consultative
process we will develop a project with you that will
unlock the insights to ensure your proposition is
optimised for the talent you are seeking.

In association with:
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Listen to your team across Africa

1. Create a strong foundation

▪ All-employee survey “event” every 12/18/24 months

▪ Only way to get deep understanding and comprehensive insights 
across whole business

▪ Only way to drive change at all levels of the company

▪ Only way to do predictive linkage with your ops and customer data

2. Supplement with agile (pulse) surveys

▪ Wherever I want it, whenever I want it

▪ Group, business, or team pulse

3. Automate life-cycle “check ins”
▪ Targeted surveys tied to milestones (e.g. induction, exit) 

generate unique insight
▪ Ideally “always on” triggered by routine activity

4. Add active listening

▪ Qualitative, unstructured, chats, jams, social media

Careers in Africa, via our partner Willis Towers Watson, offers the world’s leading employee experience and
engagement consultancy across African markets. Using the Willis Towers Watson Pulse Platform, an effective ‘Active
Listening’ strategy can be created across your organisation.

In association with:
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Employee Engagement – Pulse Platform

The cornerstone of an effective active listening strategy
is the Willis Towers Watson Pulse Platform, a digital
solution for generating meaningful engagement data
from every part of your organisation at any time in the
business or employee lifecycle.

The platform puts the power to create, distribute and
analyse insightful surveys across your whole business in
Africa.

With market-leading benchmarks and world class
survey technology, this is the platform for those serious
about realising the bottom-line benefits of sustainable
engagement.

• Unlimited surveys for a single fixed fee

• Completely customise surveys to discover the insight you need

• Build surveys to take the pulse across the employee lifecycle – annual, quarterly, onboarding, exit and more

• Use best-practice questions from the platform bank and/or build in unique custom questions

• Segment data by any demographic details in the powerful online reporting tool

• Pre-code staff HRIS data for accurate results

• Create digital and Powerpoint reports quickly and with ease

• Rely on the support of the best African data norms and a bank of world class IP support

In association with:
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Tell your people story in Africa

A multi-channel campaign with Careers in Africa can help you tell a powerful people story across the continent.
Through a single, coordinated project, our expert team can align your messages with the region’s leading online
platform (Careers in Africa), print media talent supplement (African Business) and thought leadership discussions
(Talent Agenda Series).

ONLINE PROFILE
More than one million African
professionals research employer
brands on careersinafrica.com –
tell your story to them with an
online profile that will for the
cornerstone of your promotions.

PRINT MEDIA
African Business magazine is the
number one African professional
publication. In a new human
capital supplement, leading
organisations will tell their people
stories to engage talent and
confirm their credentials.

THOUGHT LEADING
Online and offline events provide
the perfect opportunity for
business and HR leaders to build
their personal profile and that of
their organisations. By joining
panels, leading workshops and
presentations, leading employers
stand out on this platform.

CAMPAIGNS
The wider Careers in Africa
network provides a year-round
channel for promoting employer
brands and attracting talent. Web,
email, social and offline sourcing
channels provide powerful return
on your activity and investment. 03 01

02
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Your profile on Careers in Africa Employer of Choice

Careersinafrica.com is the leading site where
internationally-experience African professionals
research and discover employer brands and value
propositions.

With an audience in the millions, the site provides a rich
media opportunity to tell your organisation’s story via
Online Employer Profiles, picking out key details with
infographics, videos, interviews, case studies and news.

Profiles can be linked to live job opportunities or your
career site, with reporting year-round to ensure you can
calculate your return on investment.

• The leading site for internationally-experienced 
African professionals.

• Promote your brand in special sections for all of 
your operating regions.

• Create a rich, interactive profile to engage target 
talent with a meaningful employee value 
proposition.

• Our innovative and experienced team will 
support you in creating a powerful profile to 
maximise your impact on the platform.

Create a world-class profile combining:
• Interviews with your team
• Messages from senior leadership
• Company mission
• Ethics, values and social responsibility focuses
• Detail on the brand, products and services
• Key selling points of the employee value 

proposition
• A variety of media, including infographics, video, 

slideshares, social profiles, text and images
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Your message in Africa’s human capital supplement

African Business is providing the first mainstream media
platform for discussing people strategies in Africa and
showcasing the best of the continent’s talent
approaches.

This quarterly human capital supplement will give
business and HR leaders in Africa a voice with which to
address the issues, initiatives and successes in their
organisations.

• Featuring a variety of interview, roundtable, 
editorial and infographic formats.

• Thought leadership and exposure to senior 
leaders creates compelling content.

• Position advertising for your employer brand and 
opportunities alongside content to amplify 
impact.

• Partner HR with corporate communications to tell 
employer brand, corporate affairs and CSR stories 
which deliver multiple objectives for the 
business.
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Your discussion in Africa’s human capital forum

The Talent Agenda Series represents a formidable story-
telling platform based around key discussions both
online and offline.

Engage an audience of senior business and HR leaders
with a story that exhibits your organisation’s talent
credentials, celebrates the innovation of your approach
and augments the personal brand of leadership.

Partnership packages provide a variety of ways to
engage the Talent Agenda Series audience year-round.

• Thought lead via conference sessions, webinars 
and an online community.

• Position advertising and branding around your 
content.

• Our team can help design custom sessions to 
maximise your impact within the Talent Agenda 
Series programme.

• Use key events as pillars of wider 
communications campaigns, adding an 
unmatched high-touch interaction with 
influencers.
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Your promotional campaign on Africa’s talent network

Our online and offline brand promotion campaigns put
your talent brand and opportunities in front of a global
and local network of African graduates and
professionals.

With more than 500,000 registered users and 300,000
social connections, our in-house channels combine with
external sourcing channels to create a powerful brand
promotion and talent acquisition platform.

Campaigns can be tailored to deliver any objective,
including different talent segments, campaign
durations, recruitment and promotion outcomes.

• Combine online and offline channels

• Use Careers in Africa’s unequalled in-house talent network

• Reach out with our talent acquisition team to key schools, associations and networks

• Integrate media-buying capability to create a one-stop solution

• Promote your talent brand, or fill current vacancies or build a talent pipeline

Our promotion and sourcing campaigns connect assets like Online Employer Profiles, print media coverage and 
Talent Agenda Series presence. They can be used for brand promotion only, or for recruitment via direct sourcing 
or our managed recruitment services.
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Strategic Consulting

With more than 15 years’ experience in recruiting
excellence for Africa, Careers in Africa is a perfect
strategic partner with which to plan your approach to
employer branding, employee value proposition,
employee engagement and experience across the
continent.

Our team can help you develop insight, design
experiences and communication plans, and select the
right channels to connect with any talent demographic.

Careers in Africa is the perfect partner for:

• Employer brand design

• Employee value proposition development

• Employee engagement surveys

• Employee experience design

• Recruitment Communications Strategy and Planning

• Media and events procurement

• HR and organisational change consulting

• Across all 54 markets in Africa

Benefit from a ‘one-stop’ approach 
combining insight, strategic planning, 
campaign design and promotion, with the 
option of recruitment and talent 
acquisition support available via our 
experienced recruitment consultants.
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How we work – insight solutions

EAR

EE

SC

Employer Attractiveness Report
Process: Following a scoping questionnaire and call, our researchers gather
data and produce a detailed report, before presenting it to you.
Timeline: 2-4 weeks gathering data; 2-4 weeks report production

Employee Engagement
Process: The platform is self-service, meaning you can instantly create
surveys and see results. Our team can help you with onboarding.
Timeline: Surveys can be produced in minutes. Reporting is instant.

Strategic Consulting
Process: The process is completely customisable, with scoping calls to
understand objectives and a detailed proposal of how we plan to help.
Timeline: This varies entirely depending on your requirements.
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How we work – promotion solutions

OEP

PM

TL

PSC

Online Employer Profiles
Process: You send us your EVP assets, or ask us to create them for you. Our
team will produce your profile online and submit for your approval.
Timeline: Profiles take one week to produce and submit for approval.

Human Capital Special Reports
Process: We identify potential content opportunities in a scoping
discussion with you. Our team carry out interviews and copyright.
Timeline: Quarterly supplement with 4 weeks’ production time preferred.

Thought Leadership Forums
Process: Our team looks at which forum will be relevant for you, then
designs sessions and branding packages with you. We manage your
participation from end to end. Timeline: Minimum 4 weeks before event

Promotion & Sourcing Campaigns
Process: We identify your target talent pools and propose a campaign
outline. You share assets and we prepare the campaign. After it goes live,
we manage the process and report regularly. Timeline: 2 weeks to go-live.
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Employer Attractiveness Reports
Customised employer attractiveness reports covering target talent attraction drivers, engagement, brand 
attractiveness and competitor analysis in an insightful report presented by our experts.

From $9,995

Willis Towers Watson Pulse Platform
The market-leading employee engagement survey platform with unlimited, customised surveys for a fixed 
fee. License includes survey design, distribution and reporting in a world-class online platform.

From $5,000

Careers in Africa Employer of Choice Online Profile
Promote your brand on careersinafrica.com within the Employer of Choice section, presenting your story, 
case studies and value proposition to a highly relevant audience of African professional talent. Connect to 
your recruitment objectives by promoting your careers site, open roles and talent pipeline.

From $6,000

Promotional Campaigns
Targeted online and offline brand promotion incorporating website advertising, targeted emails, social 
media, universities, business schools, associations and other media. Each Promotional Campaign will have 
an agreed target, with fees dependent on the scale and scope required.

From $7,500

Thought Leadership at the Talent Agenda Series
Lead the discussion at Africa’s human capital forum with speaking or panel spots, advertising and 
branding to promote your business and HR management as thought leaders in talent. 

From $5,000

Human Capital Special Reports in African Business Magazine
Advertise your brand and tell your story via editorial content in Africa’s foremost business publication (with 
a monthly circulation of 300,000+), in the first human capital supplement focused on Africa.

From $10,000

Strategic Consulting
Customised strategic support from market-leading experts in talent branding and recruitment strategy to 
underpin your objectives, gather insight and develop solutions.

Scope Dependent

Outline Fees



Marketing Director_ Alex Mugan

phone _ +44 (0) 20 8834 0300

email _alexander.mugan@globalcareercompany.com

address _ The Lightbox, 111 Power Road, London, W4 5PY, United Kingdom


